To be received and placed on file:

The Committee on Committees reports the following appointments made since the last report of May 24, 2011:

Appointed Professor Liz W. Kotz of History of Art to serve on the Committee on Undergraduate Admissions.

Appointed Prof. David Malueg, Economics, to serve on Academic Personnel.

Appointed Prof. Jingsong Zhang, Chemistry and Prof. James Tobias, English, to serve on Graduate Council

Appointed Prof. Gregory Palardy, GSOE, to serve on the Committee on Courses

Appointed Prof. Christiane Weirauch, Entomology, and Prof. Kathryn DeFea, Biomedical Sciences to serve on Committee on Undergraduate Admissions.

Appointed Professor Martin Johnson of Political Science to serve as Chair of the Committee on Educational Policy.

Appointed Prof. Julia Elizabeth Bergner of Mathematics and Prof. Andrea Denny-Brown to serve on the Committee on Preparatory Education.

Appointed Professor Umar Mohideen of Physics Department to serve as Chair of Committee on Planning and Budget and Profs. Jan Blacher of GSOE and Michelle Bloom of Comparative Literature and Foreign Languages to serve as members of the Committee.

Appointed Prof. Tom Morton, Chemistry to serve as Chair of Academic Freedom for Fall and Winter and Prof. Paul Ryer, Anthropology to serve as Chair in the Spring.

Appointed Prof. Stephen Wimpenny, Physics, Prof. Steven G. Axelrod, English, and Prof. Rajiv Gupta, Computer Science and Engineering to serve on the Committee on Privilege and Tenure.

Nominated Prof. Manuela Martins-Green to serve on the UCSD Chancellor's Search Advisory Committee.

Provided a slate of 37 names for the committee to be formed as part of the administration's examination and review of the structure and organization of CNAS.

Provided a slate of 15 names for VCR Search committee.

Provided a slate of 24 names for the Committee to be formed to review the Librarian.
Re-appointed Professor Richard Smith, SoBA to serve on COSSA.

Appointed Prof. Georg Michels of History and Jozef Muller of Philosophy to serve on the Student Service Fee Advisory Committee.

Appointed Prof. Wee Liang Gan of Mathematics to serve on the HUB Board of Governors Committee.

Appointed Prof. Sean Cutler of Botany and Plant Sciences to serve on the Campus Board of Review.

Appointed Profs. Gareth J. Funning Earth Sciences, Yuhki John Tajima, Political Science, and Kurt Schwabe, Environmental Sciences to serve on TAPS.

Appointed Prof. Mart Molle, Computer Science and Engineering and Derick Fay, Anthropology to serve on the UCR Bicycle Committee.

Appointed Specialist James Oster of Environmental Sciences to Chair the In Memoriam Committee for Professor Emeritus William Fairbanks, Environmental Sciences. Professor Emeritus Walter Farmer, Distinguished Professor John Letey of Environmental Sciences and Professor Emeritus Albert Page of Environmental Sciences have agreed to serve on the committee.

**Jang-Ting Guo, Economics**

Peter Chung, SoBA
Hailing Jin, Plant Pathology
Frank Sauer, Biochemistry
Sheldon Tan, Electrical Engineering
Marguerite Waller, Women’s Studies
Yinsheng Wang, Chemistry
Zhenbiao Yang, Botany
Mariam Lam, Comparative Literature